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This No-Conflict-of-Interest Declaration is part of the ECTE’s mechanism to prevent situations where doubt is cast on a 
accreditation conclusions because those involved are suspected of not being impartial. 

To ensure that the ECTE Council that is responsible for making the final accreditation decisions is free of conflict of 
interest, each Council member (on being elected) will be asked to sign this No-Conflict-of-Interest Declaration. 

To ensure a fair visitation and evaluation, the members of the ECTE Accreditation Commission and all Visitation 
Evaluation Team members will likewise be asked to sign this Declaration.  In deploying the VET teams, care will be taken 
to not send experts to visit schools with whom they have proven close relations. Generally speaking, VET teams will 
have an international composition so as to avoid conflicts of interest. 

Acknowledging that it is impossible to foresee which institutions an individual will be called to review, the ECTE asks for 
an intentional position of no-conflict-of-interest and a declaration to decline review involvement should conflict 
situations arise. 

Role in the ECTE 

1.  Name  ________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Role in the ECTE 

 ECTE Council member  

 ECTE Council member and Accreditation Commission member 

 ECTE Visiting Evaluation Team (VET) member and Accreditation Commission member 

 ECTE Visiting Evaluation Team (VET) member 

3.  Year from which you have covered this role __________________ 
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Declaration 

I hereby declare that I will refrain from participating in the exercise of review, evaluation or decision-making regarding 
any institution(s) or programme(s) with which I have had any past or present form of relation, whether direct or 
indirect.  

In particular I declare that if any of the following factors subsist that could affect my ability to objectively judge an 
institution, I will immediately notify the ECTE General Secretary and abstain from the review, evaluation and decision-
making process.  

Place a tick mark to acknowledge your intentional position related to the institutions you will review: 

 I will be free of professional areas of conflict of interest such as: financial remuneration as employee, 
consultant or subcontractor; current or prospective (12 months) employment; failed application for a position; 
member of an official commission or governing body; member of an organization that is affiliated directly or is 
under the direct influence of the institution.  

 I will not be conditioned by personal areas of conflict of interest such as: animosity; personal kinship or 
friendship with leaders, member of a competing institution; employees, graduates or students; being a 
graduate; previous experiences with the institution. 

 I will not be conditioned by ideological areas of conflict of interest such as:  lack of sympathy to style, ethos, 
affiliations or positions of the institution; scholarly bias. 

 

Should a school with which I am related come under review, I will not participate in the review, evaluation or decision-
making process.  Likewise, if I have been involved as a VET member in the review visit, I will abstain from the 
accreditation decision-making process (Council members only). 

 

 

Date ______________________________ 

 

 

 

Signature _________________________________________________ 

 


